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Amanda is stuck in a horrifying ordeal as she and her fiancé James are confronted by a mysterious lone miner. In this intense
Hidden Object adventure, Amanda soon realizes 5d3b920ae0
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All in all it is a good hidden object game, had I not completed it in under two hours! That is extremely short if you ask me. They
should have at least included a bonus chapter. Don't pay more than five bucks for it and even that is a stretch.. All in all it is a
good hidden object game, had I not completed it in under two hours! That is extremely short if you ask me. They should have at
least included a bonus chapter. Don't pay more than five bucks for it and even that is a stretch.. This is a decent HOG and I was
enjoying the game until I stumbled upon a game breaking bug. How could you create a game where it's possible for an
interaction window to close before the player gets all of the items? Thanks to this mistake, I cannot progress and the game is
over! Disappointing.. This is a decent HOG and I was enjoying the game until I stumbled upon a game breaking bug. How could
you create a game where it's possible for an interaction window to close before the player gets all of the items? Thanks to this
mistake, I cannot progress and the game is over! Disappointing.
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